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For 7 months our comrades Tommi, Pippo and Andre have been held
under house arrest, accused of sabotaging neo-fascist premises in
the Parma area.
In a world where the only interests that will ever be defended are
those of banks and industrial giants, it is normal that policemen are
brandished as defenders of order and the fascists are having their
political legitimacy restored. The role chosen by fascists and
policemen throughout History is that of the bosses’ guard dogs ready
to defend the privileges of the rich against any claim for social justice
and freedom.
So we’re not surprised that at times when social tension is rising and
the contradictions of the democratic farce come to the surface,
repression and fascists are recycled to weaken the ‘antagonist’ and
revolutionary movement.
As antifascists we chose which side of the barricade we want to be
on a long time ago, against all arrogance and injustice and for freedom
without compromise.
To all women and the men who are surviving in everyday life and see
society as the problem and not the solution, we remember that no
one ever gives anything away in this world!
Change is possible but it requires people’s awareness passing to
action without delay! Workers in struggle who block production in the
factories that exploit them, immigrants who set fire to the concentration
camps they’re locked up in, youths who throw stones and firecrackers
at fascist rallies and the police vehicles that protect them… all
demonstrate that the need for change can’t be put off!
Our city, Modena, has a glorious history of resistance: years of
peasants’ and workers’ struggles, the first GAP partisan groups,
liberation from the fascists, the struggle in the iron foundries, the
widespread disgust for the soldiers who occupy Palazzo Ducale, the
local centre of identification and deportation ransacked by the prisoners
themselves…

LET’S TAKE THE EXAMPLE OF THE PAST AND
CARRY ON ALONG THE SAME ROAD!
ANARCHISTS AND ANTIFASCISTS OF MODENA
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Trentino, Italy – A few notes on struggle
and repression
2015
Police bungles
While Villa Assillo squat was being evicted on 14th July [in Trento],
the court of review decided on the case of three comrades subjected
to regularly reporting to the police station following precisely the
occupation of that squat. The court of review revoked the measure.
Why? In their haste to impose no matter what restrictive measure,
prosecutors had accused the comrades of the wrong offence:
‘trespassing’ instead of ‘occupation of building’. Shame that
‘trespassing’ means that a building has to be inhabited (and not
empty for fifteen years). On the contrary, ‘occupation of building’
doesn’t involve any restrictive measure.
In September
The hearing that was to decide on the special surveillance order
against a comrade, and which was due on 16th July, was postponed
to 10th September because the comrade involved had not been
notified the date of the hearing.
35 thousand spits
In the usual media circus that followed the eviction of Villa Assillo,
the new police chief of Trento, Massimo D’Ambrosio, stood out for
creativity. After declaring that it is not only the institutions and the
forces of order that have to isolate anarchists but also the entire ‘civil
society’, this man announced that the police would bring a civil action
to the trial against the assillanti [squatters of the Assillo].
The idea is that the squatters themselves pay back the 35 thousand
euros used to pay the estate’s officers mobilized during the eviction
of the Assillo. As they couldn’t demand compensation for ‘damages’,
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as occurred for the events of 27th June and 3rd July 2011 in Valsusa,
the police want back the money that the State paid for its ‘service to
society’. It would be the first time in Italy, and the police chief said
that he would address the attorney general for clarifications on the
subject. Make the evicted squatters pay for the costs of the eviction:
bet you’d never thought of that. Given that they even want to take
DNA samples from some comrades, a good compromise could be
this one: give them 35thousand spits.

Modena, Italy – Fascists and police: the usual servants
of the bosses

A sharper than usual strike
During the occupation of Villa Assillo, some workers of Orvea
supermarket (located in the same neighbourhood in Trento) proposed
organizing together a day of struggle against the worsening of their
work conditions (besides working longer hours workers would lose
200 euros in wages per month under the new management). Aware
that the usual pre-announced strikes don’t do any harm to the bosses,
the idea was: a picket to invite customers not to shop. That’s what
happened Saturday 18th July from 8am to 7pm. Among leaflets, talks,
banners, food and drinks, only about forty customers stepped inside
the supermarket out of an average of 1,300 who go there on Sundays.
Quite considerable damage to the new management. But the most
interesting point is that in spite of the paternalistic atmosphere that
usually characterizes the management of supermarkets, some
workers did away with feelings of loyalty and affirmed their own
interests by being ‘disloyal’ to the company. The idea is to carry on
with similar initiatives.
Stones

In the local press we read that between 23:00 and 24:00 on Sunday
19th 2015 July, a group of hooded ones (aged from ten to twenty,
according to their sources) began to stone the headquarters of the
fire brigade in Trento. The action, which the press linked to recent
evictions aided by zealous firemen, caused 10 thousand euros of
damage to windows.
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MARCH 2016
FASCISTS AND POLICE THE USUAL SERVANTS OF THE BOSSES
The Northern League and Forza Nuova are playing a dirty game
organizing rallies in the city centre, torchlit processions, pseudo
security patrols, inciting racial hatred and homophobia; in perfect
accord with the powers that be, democratic politicians and wealthy
tycoons, they are in favour of war, the war of poor against poor; just
ask your grandfather who they are, what happened with Mussolini in
Russia, or ask your mother if she remembers the Bologna massacre…
While this is going on under the disgusted eyes of many people of
Modena, the Police, faithful ally of the right, have intimidated, banned,
repressed and arrested antifascists. In 10 days alone: 2 comrades
are banned from the city after getting ‘orders to leave’ by the police
chief: they’re guilty of putting posters whose antifascist content could
lead to unrest. 2 antifascists are arrested following a provocation set
up by the police as they go to raid some squatted council flats. 26
antifascists are served with ‘injunction to pay’ (a total of 70,000 euros)
for an ‘unauthorized’ demonstration in solidarity with Emilio, a comrade
from Cremona brutally injured after being ambushed by neo-fascists.
13 communist militants are ordered to report to the police station
every day following a demonstration against ACER and its disgusting
policies on housing issues.
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metres of street.
On the roof of a five-storey building – Nave Assillo squat for three
months – nine comrades are singing and dancing, their gazes turned
to the considerable group of people who’ve gathered in solidarity since
early morning at the entrance to the street heavily guarded by the
cops.
The eviction of the Nave, which began at 6:45am, concludes after
9pm, as the last squatter comes down from the roof. In the meantime,
a small march has gone through the city from the Faculty of Sociology
to S. Pio, with speeches and graffiti, and has eventually joined the
demo in the neighbourhood.
The new Assillo has been visited by hundreds of people over three
months – for talks, dinners, concerts. Many of these people are at
today’s solidarity demo, including the workers in struggle at Ovrea.
Some residents of the neighbourhood come along curious. Someone
brings food. Some other goes on cursing. Two banners hastily written
with markers appear on the balconies of the houses neighbouring the
Nave:
‘In solidarity with you’ and ‘Empty houses stink of rot and defeat’.
Precious words that fly over a street full of military boots, shields and
uniforms.
Three hundred officers deployed to evict a dozen comrades, while
police chief D’Ambrosio, just as he had done with Villa Assillo, talks
rubbish and demands the squatters to repay about 50 thousand euros
spent… for their eviction.
But the poor police chief is right about two things. The first is that it
was wise for the Police to wait the end of Christmas’s little markets in
order to avoid marches in the centre… The second is that the Assillo
squatters will be squatting again. The ITESA empty flats ready for
property speculation are a thousand three hundred. To react to
squatting by militarizing the neighbourhoods, demolishing roofs and
walling up doors and windows won’t do it.
We are those of what’s important is what’s right, not what’s legal.
We are those whose of ‘our passion for freedom is stronger than any
authority’.
We are those of you can also dance on the roof.
To the boarding of the next ship!
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From the press of the regime (Il Mattino di Padova 23.02.2015) we
learn that an incendiary device has been found in Fornase di Spinea
near the Venice-Padua high speed railway, consisting of a bottle
filled with petrol and a soaked cloth.
It was found inside a ‘drain’ containing electric cables. It follows the
same pattern as the attack carried out on the TAV railway in Bologna
a few months ago. The Digos [political police] are investigating
insurrectional-anarchists.
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Notes reads: ATM OUT OF SERVICE
‘FLORENCE – SMOKE SIGNALS IN SOLIDARITY WITH CHIARA,
NICCOLO’, CLAUDIO AND MATTIA. IN THE NIGHT BETWEEN
15TH AND 16TH DECEMBER 2014 ATM OF CRF-INTESA BANK
SET ON FIRE IN PIAZZA GUALFREDOTTO.
WITH LOVE AND ANGER. FIRE TO THE PRISONS!’

Some of the Nave [ship] Assillo pirates
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Turin - Of the four comrades arrested following
resistance to a police raid, two are to remain
in prison and two have been transferred to
house arrest
Fifty fifty
macerie @ June 23, 2015
The response of the magistrate to the release instance filed by lawyers
for Erika, Paolo, Toshi and Marco, in jail after the negative outcome of
the Review, came a little sooner than expected. [The comrades were
remanded in custody on 20th May 2015 following their resistance to
a police raid against undocumented migrants that took place on 2nd
February 2015.] If Erika had had to extend her stay in the nation’s
prisons on pretext of a technical defect, the news came today that
not only for her but also for Mark the custodial measure has been
converted. Both will get out later in the day to remain under house
arrest, of course with all the restrictions as has been the case for
Luigi. There was certainly little better to expect; these days when
even such a tiny investigation as this becomes an opportunity to get
rid of ‘some incurable pain in the neck’ for a while, it would be rather
naive to think that they could be freed in a short time. We are not
surprised then that for Paul and Toshi the prison doors have still not
opened.
To write them, here are their addresses:
Paolo Milan – c/o C.C. Via Sforzesca, 49 – 28100 Novara
Toshiyuki Hosokawa – c/o C.C. Viale dei Tigli, 14 – 13900 Biella
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Here is the text of the poster on the Northern League march:
The League and police the same shit
On Tuesday 12th January a well-participated meeting was held at
NaveAssillo squat to discuss the reaction to a possible eviction. The
meeting was also an occasion to launch opposition to a march ‘against
degradation’ organized by the Northern League and scheduled on
Saturday 16th January in Trento.
On the Saturday about sixty comrades descended upon the entrance
to via Andrea Pozzo and prepared to not accept the parade of the
League’s reactionary clowns passively. As the Northern League
members arrived on the scene, the Police ordered two charges against
the demonstrators in via Pozzo and via Cavour. A united response
limited the number of injured, and the comrades later marched to
piazza Fiera.
Since new police chief D’Ambrosio took over in Trento, it was the
third time in eight months that antiriot cops and carabinieri used
truncheons against those who struggle: it happened in piazza S. Maria
after the eviction of the Assillo of via Manzoni, in Novaline di Mattarello
to defend a TAV excavator and finally last Saturday.
We draw this conclusion: those who don’t want to bow their heads
need to organize self-defence in the streets.
And we point out that the Northern League can’t even set up a gazebo
in the city without antiriot cops protecting them, as we saw happening
three times in a dozen days in the neighbourhood of S. Pio X.
The police are the armed hand of those who really degrade our lives:
the bosses, bankers, property owners and democratic, fascist and
reactionary politicians.
Saturday’s charges were coldly ordered with the purpose of striking
any form of unmediated and untamed dissent.
They got it wrong with their calculations, Andreatta and his henchmen.
We’re stubborn.
We are relaunching class solidarity in the streets.
Cops and racists out of the neighbourhoods.
Assillo squatters
Here is the text of the poster on the eviction of Nave Assillo squat:
Sail ship, sail
On Tuesday 19th January at around 1pm, via S. Pio X looked like an
eighbourhood of a country under military occupation: there were some
twenty-five police and carabinieri vehicles over less than two hundred
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Following these attacks Forza Italia has requested the intervention of
the Minister of the Interior against the anarchists in Trentino, that the
newspapers are attributing the fire of the two-repeaters to. See informaazione

Tales from Trento
Angelino
Two cell phone masts went up in flames in the night of Thursday 14th
January in northern Trento. Forza Italia demanded the intervention of
the Ministry of the Interior against Trento anarchists, after the press
attributed the arson to the latter.
Truncheons
On Saturday 16th January, in the centre of Trento, antiriot cops and
carabinieri of the Laives battalion charged about sixty comrades on
two occasions, as the comrades were challenging a march ‘against
degradation’ promoted by the Northern League (below the poster
distributed in the following days).
Three hundred
The number of officers deployed on 19th January for the eviction of
Nave Assillo squat, an operation that went on from 6:45am to 9pm at
via S. Pio X remained under siege (below the poster distributed in the
following days).
Antifona
On Friday 22nd January a considerable group of workers and people
in solidarity stormed the offices of Mak construction company in Lavis
(Trento) and made it clear to the owner – who turned up about an hour
later – that they did not intend to accept the dismissal of a worker
and the continuous harassment inflicted on him and three other
colleagues for refusing to sign a ontract that made their working
conditions worse. Outside the offices first police and carabinieri vans
and later even an antiriot squad made their
appearance.
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Bologna, Incendiary attack on a TAV railway line
and police raid

Bologna: in the night of 23rd December 2014 a fire burst out in the
pits containing cables for the regulation of railway traffic on the TAV
railway line near the station of Bologna Santa Viola.
Digos officers raided four anarchists’ homes in Bologna on the following
morning, looking for weapons and explosives (art. 41 tulps). The search
came to nothing.

Trento, Attack on the Battisti military barracks and
some words from the editors of Rompere le righe
[Break the ranks]
‘Trento. Attack on the Battisti barracks: a vehicle damaged, a spanner
in the gears of war.’
From the local media we learned with joy that in the night of 16th
February 2015 a Molotov cocktail was thrown over the walls of the
Battisti military barracks in Trento and hit a military vehicle, setting it
on fire.
The Battisti barracks host the ‘second Alpine sappers regiment’, ‘élite
unit’, of the Alpine army, which is part of the ‘Julia’ brigade.
With this short communiqué we want to highlight the responsibility of
these assassins in uniforms in all the wars and massacres perpetrated
by the Italian military in the last century. The second Alpine sappers
regiment was deployed in the military occupation of Afghanistan (in
2010 and in 2013), in that of Bosnia-Herzegovina (from 1998 to 2004),
in the massacres carried out by the Italian army in Somalia in the
mid-nineties, in Mozambique and in the third invasion of Albania in
1993 (‘Operation Pellicano’).
We think we’re not being rhetorical or superfluous as we reconfirm
that the ‘medal collection’ of this exclusive unit of the Italian army is
dripping with blood as it disgustingly ‘distinguished’ itself in the
repression of the peasants’ resistance in southern Italy soon after the
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Unification of Italy, in the colonization of Eritrea and Libya and in the
anti-partisan war in the Balkans during the second world war.
The editors of Rompere le righe Romperelerighe

Trento , Bank attacked in solidarity with AS2
prisoners and against t he TAV February 21 2015
According to the press of the regime (l’Adige) a branch of BTB bank
was attacked in Trento during the night between Friday and Saturday
last week: windows smashed, ATMs put out of use with
sledgehammers, paint and graffiti against the TAV and the ‘high
surveillance’ regime inflicted on anarchists locked up in the prison of
Ferrara.

Perugia, January 7, 2016: unexploded explosive device
outside Banca Etruria subsidiary
We learn from the media of the regime that a parcel bomb was found
in front of the Banca Etruria subsidiary on the morning of January 7,
2016 in the village of Ponte S. Giovanni, in the province of Perugia.
The bomb was blown up by the carabinieri bomb squad of Perugia
after a client of the bank reported it at around 09:30. Inside the package
– placed on the pavement outside the entrance – were a few cans
containing nails connected to a battery with electrical cables and
some fertilizer.
Obviously the “Victims of Savings Banks” association and Tuscan
consumers association dissociate themselves and condemn the
bomb.

Trento, January 14, 2016, corporate media report
concerning the arson of two mobile phone masts

Fornase di Spinea, Venice – Attempted sabotage
against the high speed railway TAV
From the press of the regime (Il Mattino di Padova 23.02.2015) we
learn that an incendiary device has been found in Fornase di Spinea
near the Venice-Padua high speed railway, consisting of a bottle filled
with petrol and a soaked cloth.
It was found inside a ‘drain’ containing electric cables. It follows the
same pattern as the attack carried out on the TAV railway in Bologna
a few months ago. The Digos [political police] are investigating
insurrectional-anarchists.
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from the corporate media
rentinocorrierealpi.gelocal.it/trento/cronaca/2016/01/14/news/doppioattentato-incendiario-ai-ripetitori
Two fires: the first at 18.30 in via Monaco in Spini, the second at
19.00 at Tavernaro. Two deliberately started fires that struck mobile
telephone repeaters. No writings or claims have been found, but the
men of the Digos [political police] have also intervened given that it is
suspected that the act was carried out by anarchists.
The first fire, at 18.30 yesterday, involved a power unit in Gardolo.
The intervention of fire fighters and volunteers succeeded in
extinguishing the flames within a short time. But half an hour after the
first alarm, another arrived. This time it was the Wind pylon at
Tavernaro, in the ‘Moià’ area. The volunteer fire department of Cognola
and the permanent fire brigade of Trento went to the scene. However
the efforts of the fire fighters could not save the antenna, which was
completely destroyed by the flames.
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Florence, CasaPound bookshop/meeting place
attacked

A paper bomb exploded in the night of February 1, 2016 at around 2 in
front of the association-bookshop “Il Bargello”, in Via Gabriele
D’Annunzio in Coverciano. The device was placed in front of the rolling
shutter of the place, which was damaged as well as the windows.
The words “Andrea Pippo and Tommy free” were written at the scene

Lecce, Italy – Election headquarters of “Noi con
Salvini” [With Salvini*] trashed ?

Salvini is the leader of the Northern League party, now hunting for
votes in southern Italy (in alliance with right-wing parties) amid strong
protests from the local population.

Incendiary device on Turin-Milan railway line
LECCE, 9th May 2015.
On the eve of Matteo Salvini’s election campaign visit to the city,
unknown people trashed a window of the “Noi con Salvini” committee
during the night. The committee supports one of the centre right-wing
candidates at the local elections.

Letter arrived at CNA mailbox
In the night between 19 and 20 November 2015 we placed an
incendiary device in the conduit along the Turin-Milan railway track
On with the sabotage of the tentacles of the system!
Death to capital
Death to the state
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On 11th May Salvini’s presence at the Tiziano Hotel in Lecce was
opposed with shouts, insults and throwing of eggs. In order to meet
his supporters Salvini was forced to enter the back door escorted by
police.
The protest ended after traffic was blocked for half an hour on the
highway to Brindisi, adjacent to the hotel.
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Val Susa, Sometimes something interesting: the
car of Hotel Ninfa owner up in flames!

Every now and again something interesting also happens in the Susa
Valley, extending the front of attack on the high speed rail to peripheral
areas in collusion with the TAV lobby can widen the field of struggle.
: 9 May 2015
The possibilities of intervention could potentially become infinite, making
the valley territory more ungovernable in terms of repression and control.
Who knows, maybe some will dissociate themselves, that’s in fashion,
saying that these are mafia practices that don’t belong to a certain
movement, pointless chatter. Ending up on the internet isn’t important,
actions don’t have to be accompanied by throngs of journalists and
photographers (“friendly”, of course!) ready to put any wisp of dust in
the media spotlight. Attacking power in its physical manifestations
means doing it at any moment and anywhere that it manifests itself,
both directly and through the tentacular collusion it establishes. From
Piemonte Indymedia Avigliano, Turin. A Mercedes parked outside
the Ninfa Hotel goes up in flames during the night. The hotel is already
infamous for hosting police and carabinieri deployed in the Susa Valley,
and for giving space to a conference organized by the Democratic
Party in support of the High Speed rail. Apparently the car belongs
to Enzo Savant, the hotel owner.
10

be, take life as it comes, believe that they are born to be slaves, and
content themselves with the little that is given them in exchange for
their labour. But there are others, on the contrary, who think, who
study, and who, looking about them, discover social iniquities. (Auguste
Vaillant)
We are not so short-sighted as to believe that this global war has
such clear and sharp sides. Just as we recognize the enemies of
freedom, we cannot bear the resignation and tolerance of those who
are willing to give a piece of their lives every day. That is why we don’t
delude ourselves that we are working for any revolution, we see clearly
that the only anarchy realisable is what we experience when we finally
free ourselves of every burden and decide to attack power. An
experience that we feel we share with comrades around the world
participating in the project of spreading the F.A.I / F.RI. anarchist
seed.
Tonight we planted this seed in the form of an explosive device placed
in one of the key locations of State repression dispersed throughout
the territory: the court of Civitavecchia. We decided to take our freedom
ourselves. We have sharpened tools, analysed tactics, because we
thirst for anarchy, and we are impatient.
Courts and prisons are simply outposts of dominion; places that are
not just symbolic, but physical, where the State and the authorities
stamp those who do not conform to the dictates of global control with
the brand of condemnation, guilt, imprisonment and exclusion.
While holy doors are opening wide to spread miserable feelings such
as mercy and compassion, we are breaking down ideological and
real walls to allow the real hatred that motivates us to be reconciled
with the love of a free life. Today we acted convinced that don’t want
to carry the experiences of the comrades we have lost, like those
who are locked up or on the run, in some antrum of our heart, but free
them, leaving them to arm our hands, warm our flesh.
That is why our greeting goes to the comrades and prisoners who
with their non-submission contribute to the spreading of joyful conscious
subversion.
FREEDOM TO THE ANARCHIST PRISONERS ALL OVER THE
WORLD! FIRE TO THE PRISONS !! BLACK POWDER TO THE
COURTS !!!
LONG LIVE THE F.A.I / F.R.I.
Fireworks committee for an extraordinary year, F.A.I / F.R.I.
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Civitavecchia – FAI / FRI communique for attack on the
court

Udine, – IT attack on the power of attorney with
extortion intent
11th June 2015) we learned about an IT attack on the computers of
the prosecutor’s office of Udine, carried out through a new version of
Crypt0L0cker (the targets of the attack were prosecutors’ offices all
over Italy and several other public and private bodies).
The virus has recently struck the computers of two judges from Friuli
with a precise aim: grab everything contained in their hardware (judicial
stuff of various kinds), encrypt it and keep it ‘seized’ until a ransom is
paid, i.e. until the judges pay between 300 euros and a thousand
euros, the amount generally required to get seized files back (however
in previous similar cases files were not returned).
It is sufficient for recipients to click a link in their e-mail to make the
system go haywire, irremediably blocking it and obscuring it.

We receive anonymously and spread:
—————–
My heart abhors and defies
The powerful of the earth,
my arm makes war on the cowardly oppressor
(Rebel Love – Pietro Gori)

Cremona, Cell phone mast and Casapound member’s
car set on fire

We are living in a state of permanent global war, the perpetual war
between oppressors, we know it and we know the main and secondary
characters of dominion. Above all the oppressed know it, those who
suffer arbitrary power over their lives.
Right now we are witnessing the passage of tanks and military in the
streets of the rich and opulent West, the increase in controls and
garrisons in defence of the order of commerce and consumption, the
militarization of the territory.
Changes that strike even the most dormant minds, but which the
strategy of global control will try to make us digest.
Among the exploited, gentlemen, there are two classes of individuals.
Those of one class, not realizing what they are and what they might
22
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Trento, wo repeaters sabotaged in solidarity with
Silvia, Costa and Billy
We receive from anonymous email and spread:
“On January 14 2016 we burned and destroyed two repeaters in Trento.
Let’stop electronic control and electromagnetic pollution.
For Silvia, Costa and Billy, still on trial.”

Saronno – Italian Post Office tagged against Mistral Air
and in solidarity with Lecce comrades

In the night between 19th and 20th August 2015 a cell phone mast
was set on fire in solidarity with Emilio, a comrade who had been
seriously injured by Casapound fascists and subsequently stricken
by the repression following the same event. On the asphalt in front of
the mast was graffiti saying: ‘Revenge for Emilio’.
Militants of the social centre Dordoni immediately took a distance
from the action and declared: “From the local media we learn that in
the vicinity of the cell phone mast set on fire on Via Castelverde,
graffiti ‘Revenge for Emilio’ was found. We are not cops, are not
accusing anybody or rushing to conclusions. If ever need be we
reiterate that Antifascism is a very serious matter that needs to be
addressed without further ado. We t hink t hat a cell phone mast set
on fire doesn’t seem to work towards this end.”
Moreover in the early hours of 20th June the car of Gianluca Galli,
responsible for Casapound in Cremona was set on fire and completely
destroyed.
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We learn from the local media on 27 January 2016 that the facade of
the Via Manzoni branch of the Italian Post Office was daubed with
slogans against the deportation of migrants by Mistral Air, opposition
to the CIE [detention centres], and solidarity to the comrades arrested
in Lecce because their struggle against them
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Passions are desires transformed into action, the most wonderful
gestures of life in the face of the pervasive banality of the spectacle.
It is this passion without limits that exploded that night in Brescia.
The questions we put to who wrote that text are:

Bologna, Police car in flames in solidarity with
the anarchists under house arrest in Modena
and Parma

Do actions not speak for themselves?
Why talk about actions now?
We didn’t like reading ‘this is the pressure that exploded that night in
Brescia’, concerning that action, even it was written in ‘good faith’.
We didn’t live it like that.
Actions per se don’t always speak for themselves, and this is proof of
it.
Anarchist Cell acca
——————————————
[Editors’ note: we assume that the text referred to is Sotto pressione
pubblicato su finimondo.org]

From the local media we learn that in the night between 9th and 10th
September 2015 a police car parked in the yard of the Sant’Orsola
hospital went on flames. In the vicinity a leaflet in solidarity with the
antifascists arrested in Parma and Modena was found. It read: ‘Let’s
strike fascists and their protectors.
Freedom for Andrea, Pippo and Tommi. Cops murderers, no truce for
you.’
This item and the pictures come from the local news pages of Il Resto
del Carlino and La Repubblica

-----------------Genoa, Italy – Action in solidarity with the
antifascists hit by repression

On Saturday (26th September 2015) afternoon, shortly before Forza
Nuova new premises were inaugurated, traffic on the entrance and
exit ramp of the Genova-Nervi toll booth was disrupted by a group
of people in solidarity, who threw firecrackers and fixed a banner on a
chain locked on both sides of the road; the banner read: ‘

SOLIDARITY WITH TOMMI, ANDREA AND PIPPO.
DEATH TO THE FASCISTS’.
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A carabinieri car came over but remained afar and didn’t prevent
the people in solidarity from completing the action and then
disappear without trouble.
Andrea, Pippo and Tommy were arrested on 27th August between
Modena and Parma by the ROS Carabinieri, and detained under
house arrest with the charge of incendiary attack on a house in the
Parma area, where Casa Pound supporters were planning a political
event. The fire occurred in April 2014.

Bologna, Railway sabotage on the eve of a Northern
League rally – claim

We are using the means we consider appropriate, seeking growth in
the minimal details of the action. In that sense this action is nothing
in terms of material damage, but it is important in arming our selforganization, especially at a time when we sense great resignation
among anarchists in Italy.
We attacked one of the armed wings of the state. Cops from all over
Italy and other states are trained at this ‘school’. This is also a little
signal against war.
We are in solidarity with all those who struggle against all states and
capital.
Our thoughts go to the many comrades who are repressed, locked
up, tortured or killed at the present time and in the past. In solidarity
with all prisoners in struggle.
This is a signal of complicity to those who are locked up: To Alfredo
for shooting Adinolfi; to Chiara (NO TAV anarchist) for the attack on
the construction site; to Nicola Gai, who with Alfredo kneecapped the
Ansaldo managing director, which is the least he deserved; to Nico
(NO TAVanarchist).
To Monica and Francisco, who are resisting in the Spanish prisons
with simplicity and dignity.

We receive from anonymous mail and transmit:
“In the night between 7th and 8th November we sabotaged the high
speed railway lines Bologna-Milano, Bologna-Piacenza and BolognaVerona by putting fire to the bundles of optical fibres running in the
conduits parallel to the railway, and in this way we caused significant
delays to the railway traffic in the Bologna hub.
A Northern League’s national demo was to take place on 8th November
in Bologna, and we thought it right to do something to hamper it at
the very least. By sabotaging the railway lines we tried to obstruct or
at least slow down the Norther League guys’
coming, as they would travel by train, and to make the cops’ job more
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To Tamara Sol, who showed us how to avenge our comrades.
To Nikos for his simple and humble contribution to a call for struggle.
To the comrades of the CCF.
To the comrades who struggle in prison and outside.’
————————————————–
Reply to the text entitled ‘Under pressure’.
The main push to action is not pressure that makes us explode, but
unlimited passion that liberates.
That is what pushed us to arm ourselves that night in Brescia: The
passion of trying to free ourselves from exploitation, that of a life that
deserves to be lived, the passion for freedom.
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Brescia, Italy – Claim of the attack on the police
training centre [18th December] 2015 and communiqué
of Cellula Anarchica acca

‘During the night between 17th and 18thDecember we placed a device
(8 kg of gunpowder) at the police ‘training centre’ in Brescia. A symbolic
action intended to cause material damage.
We chose that time so as not to harm people indiscriminately.
With this action we began our projectuality of Anarchist attack as
Cellula Anarchica acca (C.A.A) in affinity with the black international,
and add ourselves to the call for action for a
BLACK DECEMBER.

difficult after they had armoured up the city in order to defend these
guys.
We didn’t want everything to go according to the plans of those who
militarized the streets.
We decided to carry out this action on the eve of the Northern League
rally; however we want to point out that Salvini [the Northern League
leader] and the racists who follow him are but one of the many
expressions of the same system, a system rotten and unjust to the
roots, and for this reason it must be only destroyed. One of the ways
to begin with can be to jam it, block it, and it is not necessary to
comply with imposed deadlines as one can act also by setting one’s
own time.
There exist so many possibilities in spite of the constant progress in
control and repression technologies.
Precisely because the system is becoming increasingly complex
and pervasive, it needs certain infrastructures that cannot be constantly
controlled and have quite delicate points.
To identify them and hit at them is not impossible, what is needed is
some reasoning and at times also simple rags soaked in common
petrol.’

Bergamo, Symbolic action against A.Locatelli,
a murderous fascist from Bergamo

We are joining this trajectory because:
We like the idea of an international coordination of anarchists for
direct action.
Our idea of ‘complicity’ goes beyond groups and factions.
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From the local media we learn that during the night between 2nd and
3rd October a symbolic action was carried out against the revered
and honoured figure of Antonio Locatelli, a bloodthirsty fascist from
Bergamo. The fountain erected in his memory was painted in blood
red and a banner attached to it, reading: ‘A. Locatelli, bloodthirsty
murderer’.

Bologna, I7th November: road blocked and ATM
damaged 2015

Milan, ATMs trashed in solidarity with the comrades
arrested in Italy and Greece
We receive from anonymous mail and transmit:
“27/11 Milan 2015 ATMs attacked with hammers and paint in
solidarity with those arrested in Greece and Italy following
the clashes of 1st May. Let’s make attack on the responsible
for power become daily activity! (A)”

Received by anonymous mail:

BOLOGNA DURING THE NIGHT OF SATURDAY 7TH
NOVEMBER, AWAITING SALVINI, VIA EMILIA LEVANTE
WAS BLOCKED WITH TWO SKIPS IN FLAMES. THE
WINDOWS OF NEARBY ETRURIA BANK WERE
SMASHED WITH HAMMERS. GRAFFITI LEFT: WAR ON
THE BANKS NOT AMONG THE POOR.
Genoa, Sabotage in a yard in solidarity with those
arrested following the No Expo demo

Turin/Milan, Sabotage on the railway
We receive from anonymous mail and transmit:
“IN THE NIGHT BETWEEN 19TH AND 20TH NOVEMBER
2015 WE PLACED AN INCENDIARY DEVICE IN THE
CONDUIT RUNNING NEXT TO THE RAILWAY LINE TURIN/
MILAN. ONWARDS WITH SABOTAGE ON THE TENTACLES
OF THE SYSTEM! DEATH TO CAPITAL AND THE STATE”
Italy , Active solidarity with those arrested following
the 1st May’s demo against Expo in Milan

Claim: December 2015
‘GENOA (PORTO ANTICO): The driver’s side of a caterpillar track
belonging to the company MARINI, a front runner in Earth’s
devastation, was set on fire.
Solidarity with all those arrested and put under investigation following
the revolt of 1st May in Milan.
Against anyone who dissociated themselves from the demo and
regarded it as too noisy and incontrollable, and also against anyone
who from Milan to Cremona, from Turin to Genoa dissociated
themselves from acts of sabotage carried out on the “Italian soil”.
In spite of the events in Paris and the blatant intensifying of cops’
presence in the city, I acted and will act with the same tension, passion
and fear that make me different from the masses.
An Anarchist’
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[…] As soon as they got in, the police officers didn’t take long to
realize who the people quickly running away were. In fact, at the
bottom of the room they found a hole on the floor, a perfectly lighted
well leading deep down. A note left near the opening of the hole read:
‘Solidarity between anarchists is not made of words only’.
We give the postpay number for donations contributing to the legal
expenses faced by the comrades arrested following the 1st May’s
demo in Milan.
In the struggle and in prison we stand against state repression that
wants to forcibly instil terror in the life of anyone who struggles every

day and rebels against the rules of a democracy we don’t
recognize as ours.

FOR ANARCHY!
IL BUCO
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